Revealing charge-transfer effects in gas-phase water chemistry.
An understanding of the interactions involving water and other small hydrogenated molecules such as H(2)S and NH(3) at the molecular level is an important and elusive scientific goal with potential implications for fields ranging from biochemistry to astrochemistry. One longstanding question about water's intermolecular interactions, and notably hydrogen bonding, is the extent and importance of charge transfer (CT) , which can have important implications for the development of reliable model potentials for water chemistry, among other applications. The weakly bound adducts, commonly regarded as pure van der Waals systems, formed by H(2)O, H(2)S, and NH(3) with noble gases or simple molecules such as H(2), provide an interesting case study for these interactions. Their binding energies are approximately 1 or 2 kJ/mol at most, and CT effects in these systems are thought to be negligible. Our laboratory has performed high-resolution molecular-beam scattering experiments that probe the (absolute scale) intermolecular potential of various types of these gas-phase binary complexes with extreme sensitivity. These experiments have yielded surprising and intriguing quantitative results. The key experimental measurable is the "glory" quantum interference shift that shows a systematic, anomalous energy stabilization for the water complexes and clearly points to a significant role for CT effects. To investigate these findings, we have performed very accurate theoretical calculations and devised a simple approach to study the electron displacement that accompanies gas-phase binary intermolecular interactions in extreme detail. These calculations are based on a partial progressive integration of the electron density changes. The results unambiguously show that water's intermolecular interactions are not typical van der Waals complexes. Instead, these interactions possess a definite, strongly stereospecific CT component, even when very weak, where a water molecule may act as electron donor or acceptor depending on its orientation. CT is mediated by an asymmetric role played by the two hydrogen atoms, which causes strong orientation effects. The careful comparison of these calculations with the experimental results shows that the stabilization energy associated to CT is approximately 2-3 eV per electron transferred and may make up for a large portion of the total interaction energy. A simple electron delocalization model helps to validate and explain these findings.